What is violence. Violence is bad we can stop it but some people don't choose too. Violence affected my life by my friends argue and they end up fighting and one getting hurt me. I feel really stupid to watch but I stop I and also violence happens in my family. They get mad at each other and get loud and start arguing. And they kick each other out the house. Also violence affect me by pet I see animals that get beat and hurt and they don't know better.

What cause violence is kid talk trash about each other and they fight no one walks away and also they people that start. Don't walk away. Also kid and adults they need to walk away get someone to help. And shooting they should only let people I the navy, army have guns cause people take it for granted and kill people.
To me violence is a big thing cause it haven't happen to me but it don't want it to and also we need to be thankful and open minded and see that people are dicing and getting hurt cause of violence and using knife stabbing people school should have metal detector so kids can be safe also kids get scared but sometime it ok to defend your self if someone really bothering you but sometime you shouldn't cause it might lead to problems so I think violence should just stop but some people won't listen or follow the rules they should send them to another country where they keep bad people so what I think they should do to stop violence I think violence starts when someone feels a type of way and say something that leads to something serious so violence is not good I think people need to stop and learn to walk away.